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Historic preservation, which started as a grassroots movement, now represents the cutting edge in a

cultural revolution focused on â€œgreenâ€• architecture and sustainability. This is the only book to

cover the gamut of preservation issues in laymanâ€™s language: the philosophy and history of the

movement, the role of government, the documentation and designation of historic properties,

sensitive architectural designs and planning, preservation technology, and heritage tourism, plus a

survey of architectural styles. It is an ideal introduction to the field for students, historians,

preservationists, property owners, local officials, and community leaders. Updated throughout, this

revised edition addresses new subjects, including heritage tourism and partnering with the

environmental community. 91 line drawings; 69 black-and-white photographs
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Anyone who seeks knowledge from a text book expects a structured course of solid detail. But

sometimes the organization of a course can begin as a meandering stream only to become an

untamable river. Given how broad historic preservation can be, thankfully the 2009 edition of

Historic Preservation by Norman Tyler flows so simply in presentation and is a pleasure to swim

through.Mr. Tyler's introduction to historic preservation is a quick review of the earliest motivations

to preserve. Presenting the classically conflicted ideas of John Ruskin and Viollet le Duc prepares

the reader to digest some of the more nonchalant approaches to preservation. Once surveyed,

Tyler quickly turns to equipping us with all the content and contextual knowledge to recognize the

depths of the built environment. A chronological explanation of the major architectural styles along



with simple line illustrations helps to focus the reader's interest in a concise way. This historic

architectural reference is integrated directly into the ethical basis of why and the legal backbone of

how preservation legislation has evolved. Thus, the important emphasis on an asset's significance

and integrity is well examined and driven homeOnce past the shallows of basic knowledge Mr. Tyler

circles back to examine the intricate sees of historic individual and district designations. This

expands into the reasoning behind municipal land use law and it's application. It is now time to load

up on the tools and techniques of modern preservation. Simplifying the different approaches in

rehabilitation, restoration conservation and reconstruction leads seamlessly to all of the fun parts of

research and documentation of assets. The author's detail on basic building systems is masterful.
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